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Read the robot engineer case studies to answer the following 
questions: 
 
1. What subjects (e.g. physics) are relevant to engineering and building 
robots? Name all that are mentioned. 
 
 
 
 
 
2. What qualifications do the engineers have? Put them in order of level e.g. 
1. GCSEs  
 
 
 
 
 
3. What skills do engineers need? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Which engineer are you most similar to and why? Find an interest, 
skill or ambition that you have in common. 

Extension task: 
Pick one qualification from the list. 
Use the internet to find an 
institution or organisation where 
you could get this qualification. 
Can you find one in your area? 

 



Role models: Gloria 

  
 

 
Case study: robot engineer 
 
Gloria is from Mexico, but now she is studying at the  
Bristol Robotics Laboratory, UK. 

What was your favourite subject at school?  
My favourite subject was definitely biology, but I also   
liked maths and art. I hated physics! Physics got more 
interesting at university because in the end it is all related, so you find ways of 
understanding it and dealing with the parts you are less interested in. I love nature and I 
put that into my work. Through engineering I am trying to copy what nature does and 
understand how it works: that’s called bio-inspiration and biomimicry. 
 
What projects have you worked on? 
So far I have designed a control system for a robotic arm. It’s bio-inspired, so we designed 
the system by studying and copying regions of the brain. Now I am working on a system 
that we hope will be useful for surgeons during keyhole surgery.  
 
What is good about being an engineer? 
I have always wanted to help people. I wanted to study the beauty of human beings but also 
how machines could help people and make life easier for real doctors in hospitals or clinics. 
I chose to study biomedical engineering at university and then robotics. An engineer is 
better at solving all types of problems – finding the most efficient way to do something or 
build something. Engineers have to be really good at dealing with people. You learn to think 
in a structured way and communicate because you are always working as part of a team. To 
achieve the best outcomes, you can’t work on your own. 
 
What is it like being a female engineer? 
When I’m talking to other people about my work, sometimes they say things like “You don’t 
look like an engineer!”  I don’ t think people realise how awful it is for them to say that. I 
ask them: “Should I take that as an insult?” and that makes them think. 
 
What are your dreams or goals? 
My dream is to use the knowledge I’m accumulating to change my country and help people. 
I feel like I had one million paths open to me, but now studying biomedical engineering and 
robotics I have three million paths! 
 

https://robotsvsanimals.files.wordpress.com/2015/07/gloria-photo.jpg


Role models: Ben 

  
 

 
Case study: robot engineer  
 
Ben is from Bristol, UK. He liked design 
technology and science at school. 

Ben finished his GCSEs and went on to an apprenticeship scheme at Rolls Royce for 3 years. 
During his apprenticeship he did a BTEC National qualification in engineering (equivalent 
to A Level standard) and an HNC in Business IT. He wanted to get involved the latest 
technology and have more creativity in his work so he decided to specialise in robotics. He 
started university when he was 20. He is now working at the Bristol Robotics Lab, doing a 
PhD. His work focuses on how to give robots a sense of touch: he’s been building a “robotic 
fingertip” that is inspired by how human fingertips work. 
 
Did you always want to be a robot engineer? 
No, as a child I went through all the obvious ideas such as fireman, astronaut, rock star and 
even a judge. I think as I got older, I became confident enough to make and take things 
apart. That’s when I found my ambition to understand how things work. Robotics 
engineers didn’t really exist even 10 years ago, so I aimed to be a design engineer whilst 
also becoming quite handy with computers. Eventually these two combined as 
the opportunity to study robotics. 
 
What is the best thing about your job? 
The great thing about robotics is that it requires so many disciplines from engineering, 
computer science, psychology, biology, maths, art etc. so it really is hard to get bored. It 
provides you with a real ‘can do’ confidence that you can apply anywhere. Just because you 
don’t know or understand something now doesn’t mean you couldn’t tomorrow. 

What do you like to do in your spare time? 
Robotics has strangely made me more creative. I like to make animatronic art work. I 
made three huge eyeballs for an art installation at a music festival. I never thought I would 
become an artist through studying engineering… but I did! I love hanging out with my dog, 
watching live music, play bass guitar and making things. 
 
Who is your role model? 
Batman! He has amazing gadgets, and uses his powers (and robots) for good. 

 

https://robotsvsanimals.files.wordpress.com/2015/07/ben-with-hand.jpg


Role models: Maria 

  
 

 
Case study: robot engineer  
 
Maria is a robotics researcher: she invents new robots.  

Did you always want to be an engineer? 
I liked everything apart from sports at school but I wasn’t 
sure what I wanted to be. It took some trial and error for me 
to figure out what I wanted to do at university – I tried 
Physics and Civil Engineering before I found Biomedical 
Engineering. 

How did you start looking at biomimetics and robotics? 
While at university I did a project in a Marine Robotics Lab. We 
were building a robotic model of octopus arms to study how 
octopuses move. At the start I felt out of my depth, because I 
hadn’t had much practical experience. Getting involved in the 
project showed me that I could do it, and that I really enjoyed 
building robots. 

 
How did the octopus inspire you? 
Robots have traditionally been made from hard materials and driven by heavy motors. Soft 
robotics looks for ways to make robots that are soft, flexible and compliant, just like 
biological organisms. In particular, having looked at how invertebrates could be soft at 
some times, but then harden, I converted this into robotics. This is called ‘variable 
compliance’ because the robotic parts can change their hardness at different times for 
different tasks. I have designed a robotic arm that could be a safe aid for people, for 
example for older people to use in their homes. 

What is it like being an engineer? 
Sometimes when I tell people I designed a robotic arm they look very surprised! Anyone 
who is passionate and interested will enjoy engineering. Engineering gives you a lot of 
options: You can work in pure science, you can work in industry, it’s a compromise 
between science and practicality. I am really pleased that I chose engineering. 

 
 



Role models: Alia 

  
 

 
Case study: robot engineer 
 
Alia is a specialist in aerial robots at the 
Bristol Robotics Lab.  
 
Alia grew up in Malaysia and went to university to study 
mechanical engineering and aeronautical engineering. Her 
current robotics project is investigating how to improve 
aerial robots (drones) so that they can fly autonomously and 
safely, even in difficult weather conditions or if there is a 
malfunction. 
 
 
What subjects did you like at school?  
I liked physics, even though I found it difficult. I thought the subject matter was very 
interesting, so I put more effort in to understand it. 

Why did you become an engineer? 
I have always been interested in airplanes and other aircraft, and in science and technology 
more generally. At school I knew I liked science subjects so I decided to pursue a career in 
engineering.  

What is the best thing about your job? 
Working in a university, one of the best things is being surrounded by fascinating people with 
similar interests. During my work I get to hear about other people’s cool projects and ideas. 

What skills do you need to be an engineer?  
As an engineer you learn to solve mathematical problems, have programming and coding skills, 
using Computer Aided Design software to draw models and plans. As you train to be an 
engineer you learn practical machining and electronics skills (like drilling, grinding, soldering, 
connecting wires and circuitry, etc). Many of these skills can be learned without too much 
difficulty as long as you have the readiness to learn and of course, some patience.  

What do you like to do in your spare time?  
I like to cook and bake, I enjoy spending time in the park if the weather is nice and I like 
shopping.  

Who is your role model? 
My mother is my role model. She wasn’t an engineer, but she showed me that hard work and 
determination are really important. She always used her time productively, and when I think of 
her I remember that you’ve got to be persistent, even if things get tough.  
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